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Meyers plans to continue

roaming the world as a

researcher and teacher. And,

with some effort, become a

better surfer. — UCSD

(/photos/2011/jun/21/396481/)

Meyers spent memorable days

on the Purus River, which

wiggles through the Amazon.

— NASA says, "Smoke from fires

in Georgia and Florida streamed

eastward over the Atlantic Ocean

on June 15, 2011. The Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectr

Visit our Facebook page.

(http://www.facebook.com/pages/SDUT-

Science-Environment/110674472331480)

Poet. Explosives expert.

The titles don't seem to go together. But they

both apply to Marc Andres Meyers, a

materials scientist at the University of

California San Diego. He's primarily an

explosives expert, having found ways to

improve armor, gauge the reliability of

nuclear weapons, and figure out what lasers

do to metals. Meyers also is an expert in the

emerging field of biomimetics, where

researchers design products that mimic

designs found in nature.
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Boris Yeltsin stands on a tank

during a failed coup attempt in

1991. Meyers visited the tense

city two days before the show

down. — Wikipedia Commons
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But the 64-year-old Brazilian also is the

author of poetry, science fiction, and

suspense. In other words, his interests are

broad. Still, it is hard to capture a sense of a

man in a resume or the dust jacket of a book.

So we asked Meyers to tell us 20 things he has

done.

Here's what he told us:

I spent two months on the Purus River in the

Amazon as an undergraduate student in

Brazil and learned to respect the jungle after

a scorpion dropped on my back, a snake

almost bit me in the chest and I bumped into a

dolphin as I jumped into a dark river.

I found a toucan skeleton, including the beak,

when I visited the jungle as a teenager. The

skeleton was both strong and light and would

inspire a recent research study that gave me

my five minutes of fame when it was featured on National Geographic

and NOVA.

When I was an engineering student, I was chased out of Brazil, my

home country, by the anti-leftist National Information Service. They

didn't like it when I published a book of poetry.

I almost lost my eyes as a 12-year-old when I carelessly triggered

explosives that I had taken from a construction site. I had aluminum

fragments embedded all over my face.

I brought the famous soccer players Jorge Perez and David Jaramillo

from Mexico to my club team at New Mexico Tech when I was a

professor there.

I was 42 when I played my last soccer game at New Mexico Tech. We

were trounced by the University of Texas-El Paso. It felt glorious to be

in a big stadium, but I realized that my legs were gone forever.

I have run the La Jolla Half Marathon for close to 20 years and plotted

my times, which have inexorably increased from 1 hour 40 minutes to

2 hours 10 minutes. I once passed a dead man on Torrey Pines Hill,

which we now call Dead Man's Hill.

I started surfing at 55. I still feel giddy when I go out; there's no feeling

like conquering a wave. But I am baaad!

At the end of the Cold War, I was one of the first Westerners to visit

Krasnoyarsk and Chernogolovka, closed Soviet cities. I used to stay at

the Akademick Hotel, which made the list of the 10 worst hotels in the

world.

I was in Moscow two days before the attempted coup against Boris

Yeltsin by the military. It felt like Brazil during the dictatorship.

Military trucks and angry soldiers all over the place.
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Emilio Meza · UCSD

Great article!, and I'm proud he is my advisor.
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